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EDS unveil new website under Silverdell brand
The world leader in delivering highly complex decommissioning projects in live hazardous, demanding and sensitive
environments, today launch a new website to serve worldwide major industrial sectors.

EDS, the collaborative one-stop shop for end-to-end turnkey decommissioning solutions – including process plant asset
recovery, dismantling, demolition, decontamination, industrial cleaning and waste management, and land remediation;
announce the launch of their industrial services website at www.edsdecom.com

The new site captures the company’s global reach, scale, skills, resources, approach and expertise that deliver even the
most complex projects safely, on programme and on budget. EDS’ decommissioning capabilities have exclusively
earned them the Queen’s Award for Enterprise.
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Providing decommissioning with a difference, EDS work with customers across the major industrial sectors worldwide oil and gas, petrochemical, chemical, pharmaceutical, nuclear and conventional power generation, brewing and
distilling, specialist manufacturing, and mineral extraction and processing - including many of the largest listed
multinational companies.

Darren Palin, Managing Director, EDS said:
“Our new website is aimed at organisations concerned with maximising the residual value of their plant and property
assets; protecting people - their employees and those in the wider community; and ensure minimal enduring
environmental impact from their activities.”

He went on to say:
“Our concern for their interests, unsurpassed experience and professional, collaborative approach generate the
confidence and trust that build long-term worldwide relationships. The website will offer thought-leading advice and
information across our core sectors and specialisms. ”
ENDS.
About EDS
EDS is part of the Silverdell PLC Group of companies which works globally with organisations to help them protect
people, assets and reputation.
We provide peace of mind through our unique portfolio of end-to-end Specialist Environmental Support Services.
Working in highly hazardous regulated environments, EDS delivers collaborative decommissioning, process plant
remarketing services and land remediation to companies in the chemical, pharmaceutical, petrochemical, power
generation, nuclear, brewing and distilling and other specialist manufacturing sectors.
In choosing to work with EDS our customers have confidence that their interests are always protected.
Further information can be found at www.edsdecom.com
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